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Introduction
Over the last three decades, the United States 
has seen an extraordinary burst of technological 
innovation. Desktop computing, mobile com-
munication, and mapping are just a few aspects 
of daily life that are completely different than 
they were only thirty years ago. For Texas legis-
lators, these innovations have provided exciting 
new opportunities throughout public policy. In 
education policy, for example, digital learning 
could lead to a revolution in student outcomes.1

Criminal justice policy in Texas is one area that 
could especially benefit from innovation. In 
particular, technology has the potential to com-
pletely revolutionize community supervision. 
The fundamental needs of community supervi-
sion are technologies for monitoring offenders, 
for communicating with them, and for analyz-
ing data about them. In all of these areas, tech-
nology has grown leaps and bounds.

There is an emerging consensus on both the 
left and the right that while offenders must be 
held accountable, long periods of incarcera-
tion are a counter-productive sanction for most 
low-level, non-violent offenders. For example, a 
Maryland study found that low-risk substance 
abuse offenders who were directed into an evi-
dence-based probation and treatment program 
were 22 percent less likely to recidivate within a 
year after the program than comparable offend-
ers sent to prison.2 Similarly, the Hawaii HOPE 
Court has utilized swift, certain, and commen-
surate sanctions, including a weekend in jail, to 
achieve reductions in recidivism and substance 
abuse of more than 50 percent among low-level 
drug offenders.3

Given these results, it is not surprising that there 
is an increasing use of sanctions that require of-
fenders to demonstrate that they have changed, 
seek treatment for their mental health and sub-
stance abuse issues, and pay appropriate resti-
tution to their victims. Essentially, this process 
requires effective monitoring and supervision 
in the community to verify that offenders are 
keeping their end of the bargain.

The primary reason to support better com-
munity supervision is to enhance public safety. 
Sending low-level offenders to prison, where 
they absorb bad habits and emerge with dimin-
ished skills and employment options is a path to 
recidivism, as illustrated by the three-year re-ar-
rest rate of more than 62 percent for discharged 
Texas state jail inmates.4 It is also true, however, 
that improving community supervision would 
likely yield significant savings for Texans be-
cause it is much less costly than incarceration. 
In 2012, parole cost $3.63 per offender per day, 
whereas incarceration cost $50.04.5 Indeed, 
$50.04 may be an underestimate; the Vera Insti-
tute for Justice has suggested that certain “hid-
den costs”—e.g., employee benefits, pension 
contributions, capital costs—result in a daily per 
offender figure of $58.60.6

If Texas can move more low-level, non-violent 
offenders from incarceration into community 
supervision, the benefits to taxpayers would 
therefore be considerable. Technology may 
provide that opportunity in at least two forms: 
better electronic monitoring and expanding the 
use of new alcohol detection devices.
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Key Points
•	 Use risk assessments to 

match probationers and 
parolees with the most 
appropriate level of 
supervision.

•	 Explore use of including 
voice recognition 
reporting for the lowest-
risk offenders, thus 
reallocating supervision 
resources to frequent 
home visits as well as 
GPS monitoring for 
high-risk offenders.

•	 Given that many of 
those under supervision 
with technical probation 
revocations become 
absconders, consider 
using enhanced 
monitoring in order 
to reduce technical 
revocations.

•	 While continuing to 
use ignition interlock 
devices where 
appropriate, also 
consider expanding 
the use of other alcohol 
detection devices that 
are directed at stopping 
alcohol abuse, not just 
drunk driving.
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Recommendations
Utilize Risk Assessments to Assign Different Offenders 
Different Levels of Electronic Monitoring
There are different types of electronic monitoring, and while 
all electronic monitoring is vastly cheaper than incarceration, 
some types are relatively more expensive than others because 
they have greater capabilities, such as being able to track an 
offender in real-time anywhere rather than just verify when 
they are at home. 

Policymakers and practitioners are not obligated to use only 
one kind of approach. Instead, they can tailor the choice of 
which device to use on a given offender by using risk assess-
ments, inventories that ask questions of inmates to predict 
their likelihood of recidivism (e.g, age, criminal record, em-
ployment status, substance abuse history).7 These actuarial 
assessments have been retroactively validated to demonstrate 
that the scores they produce are highly correlated with the risk 
of re-offense, and these assessments also typically reveal what 
needs for treatment should be addressed to reduce the identi-
fied risk level.8 Given that some risk factors are dynamic, it is 
important to assess offenders again during their supervision 
term. With these risk assessment instruments, policymakers 
can better distinguish between those offenders who would 
benefit from the more rigorous and costly monitoring and 
those who would benefit from the less costly form. 

Radio frequency monitoring, for instance, is less costly than 
GPS monitoring. Radio frequency monitoring involves an 
anklet that detects a signal connected to a home telephone 
so that the authorities can ensure that an offender is at 
home—although they will not know where he is if he has left 
the home. GPS, on the other hand, collects data about an of-
fender’s exact location at all times. Because radio frequency 
monitoring is less comprehensive (and less costly), it can be 
reserved for lower-risk probationers and parolees who need 

something beyond basic reporting. In fact, all states currently 
utilize radio frequency monitoring for house arrest, the low-
est level of offender supervision.

Jurisdictions are understandably reluctant to use less rigorous 
radio frequency monitoring on higher-level offenders, and 
they are just as reluctant to use more costly GPS monitoring 
on lower-level offenders. Thanks to modern risk assessment 
instruments, however, policymakers can see a tangible esti-
mate of an offender’s likelihood to recidivate. These estimates 
can in turn be used to assign different types of monitoring to 
different offenders.

Public safety interests might be well-served, for instance, if 
GPS technology were used to monitor suspected gang mem-
bers whose risk assessments suggest they are slightly more 
likely to reoffend. Authorities can use the technology to en-
sure that gang members do not leave their homes, their treat-
ment facilities, or their places of employment at suspicious 
times of day to enter known gang hotspots.

In fact, even within GPS monitoring, important priorities can 
be set. The highest-risk offenders can be placed under active 
GPS monitoring, which reports the offenders’ coordinates in-
stantly, and slightly less-risky offenders can be assigned pas-
sive GPS-monitoring, which allows information about the 
offenders’ coordinates to be downloaded by authorities at 
regular intervals.

A new trend may even be towards the elimination of a sepa-
rate monitoring device altogether given the fact that the vast 
majority of Americans have cellular phones which have a GPS 
capability. This approach can avoid the cost of an additional 
device as well as the stigmatizing effect of visible device when 
an offender is interviewing for a job.

In Georgia, the parole system is using voice recognition tech-
nology to allow for verified self-reporting by the lowest-risk 
offenders, freeing up the time of parole officers to make fre-
quent home visits to check up on high-risk offenders as well 
as monitoring them with GPS through their cell phones.

For the lowest-risk offenders, the state of Georgia actually be-
gan to experiment successfully in 2011 with monitoring via 
self-reporting though voice recognition that verifies that it is 
the parolee calling in, coupled with a back-end web interface 

A new trend may even be towards 
the elimination of a separate 
monitoring device altogether given 
the fact that the vast majority of 
Americans have cellular phones 
which have a GPS capability.
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that processes and records the parolee’s answers to various 
questions about their status. This type of supervision must 
be earned by an offender by successfully completing a period 
under more traditional supervision. In the first 90 days that 
Georgia’s parole authorities experimented with a self-report-
ing pilot program with 3,149 parolees, compliance rates were 
95 percent.9

Equally important, Georgia was able to reduce officer case-
loads by 10-20 parolees per supervising officer. This, of 
course, allowed officers to spend more one-on-one time in 
the field with higher-risk parolees. Georgia continues to use 
the voice recognition reporting program for the lowest-risk 
offenders, and in 2013, 97 percent of the offenders supervised 
in this manner successfully completed parole. Georgia offi-
cials attribute part of the greater effectiveness to parole agents 
being able to get a better reading on an offender when they 
visit him—sometimes without notice—rather than having 
that individual be able to present himself in the parole office. 
The home visits also better enable parole officers to identify 
and address issues involving the offender’s family and hous-
ing situation that could contribute to re-offending.

Georgia has even managed to add a technology component 
to the parole hearing process. By experimenting over a six-
month period with conducting hearings via teleconference, 
Georgia’s parole board avoided 34,741 miles of travel. At a 
cost of $0.51 per mile, this saved $17,718.10

Most recently, Georgia’s parole agency has added GPS moni-
toring of high-risk parolees through their cell phones. Just 
as with a separate device, if the offender tries to disable it, an 
alert is generated and the offender is tracked down. While 
the Georgia cell phone-based GPS program is so new that 
no results are available as of yet, research has shown that GPS 
in general can be highly effective in reducing absconding 
among offenders on supervision. 

A landmark study of 75,661 Florida offenders placed on ra-
dio frequency and GPS monitoring concluded: 

“In relation to public safety effectiveness, electronic moni-
toring was found effective in reducing the likelihood of 
reoffending and absconding while on home confinement. 
Both radio frequency and GPS significantly reduced the 
likelihood of revocation for a new offense and abscond-

ing from supervision, even when controlling for sociode-
mographic characteristics of the offender, current offense, 
prior record, and term of supervision factors and condi-
tions. The use of GPS monitoring compared with the use 
of radio frequency monitoring was found to be no more 
likely to reduce revocations or incidents of absconding.”11

This study found GPS has a “prohibitive” effect on abscond-
ing. In all, offenders were 89 to 95 percent less likely to be 
revoked for a new offense if they were on electronic moni-
toring. Finally, the study concluded that electronic monitor-
ing did not have a net widening effect because it more often 
served as an alternative to incarceration than as an addition 
to existing supervision practices that would have succeeded 
in keeping the offender out of prison even without the moni-
toring. These results parallel a 2003 study by the Florida 
Department of Corrections of probationers on GPS, which 
concluded that probationers “supervised with electronic 
monitoring had fewer revocations than community control 
offenders who were not.”12 Similarly, a New Jersey study of 
225 sex offenders on community supervision found only one 
committed a new sex offense and 19 committed another of-
fense or a technical violation over a period of more than two 
years.13

Additionally, some GPS devices and services offer crime 
scene correlation, whereby police and probation depart-
ments can determine whether a monitored defendant or 
probationer was at a crime scene at a certain time. 

Currently, there are more than 24,000 felony probationer 
absconders in Texas.14 While they may succeed for a time 
in skirting their obligations to report to a probation officer, 
when they are pulled over for a traffic violation or are oth-
erwise apprehended, they will face the prospect of being re-
voked to prison. At least 35 percent of probationers revoked 

In the first 90 days that Georgia’s 
parole authorities experimented 
with a self-reporting pilot program 
for the lowest-risk offenders 
with 3,149 parolees, compliance 
rates were 95 percent.
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for technical violations (where there is no allegation of a new 
offense) were classified as absconders at the time.15 Based on 
the 12,287 total technical revocations in 2013, this amounts to 
at least 4,300 technical revocations associated with abscond-
ing, which translates into annual incarceration costs of $79 
million, not counting the compounding effect over time as 
the revocation time served will exceed a year in most cases.16

This analysis demonstrates the potential of utilizing GPS to 
reduce the number of technical revocations. Given that any 
type of GPS monitoring costs a fraction of the $50.49 per 
day prison cost, it is a particularly sensible option for those 
who were placed on probation for a non-violent offense and 
have failed to report, but are not assessed as a high risk of 
re-offending. 

Self-reporting through voice recognition and GPS are each 
ideally suited for different types of offenders. Rather than a 
“one size fits all” solution, community corrections agencies 
must use risk assessments to match the most appropriate su-
pervision strategy to each offender and regularly update this 
assessment. 

Expand the use of Alcohol Detection Devices that 
Monitor for Alcohol Abuse and Addiction, not Just 
Drunk Driving
Another important avenue for improved community su-
pervision thanks to innovation is the expanded use of alco-
hol detection devices. Ignition interlock devices are widely 
used—and widely understood by the public and policymak-
ers. Many people are less familiar, however, with new tech-
nologies that can detect alcohol over a telephone or with 
technologies that can detect alcohol through the sweat on an 

individual’s ankle. Increased use of these devices, where ap-
propriate, would go one step beyond curbing repeat drunk 
driving. Instead, these technologies could potentially address 
the root problem: alcohol abuse.

For years, the criminal justice system has used ignition inter-
lock devices, the machines that prevent a car from starting 
unless the driver blows into a machine attached to the dash-
board to register an alcohol content on his breath that is be-
low a pre-set threshold. In Texas, the devices are mandatory 
after the second DWI. But these devices—to whatever extent 
they may have reduced driving while drunk—did not really 
handle the elemental problem of alcohol abuse. Drunk driv-
ing is just one of the public safety problems that stem from 
alcoholism. Domestic violence, property crime, and a whole 
host of other problems are related to alcohol abuse, and soci-
ety has an interest in reducing all of these collateral problems.

New voice recognition technologies have now been devel-
oped that allow offenders to blow into a device attached to 
their home phone so that the authorities may determine 
whether or not they have been drinking. Continuous alcohol 
monitoring devices have also been developed which attach 
to the offender’s ankle and measure alcohol content through 
perspiration.

South Dakota has used the devices to establish a program 
called 24/7. It requires offenders to submit to breathalyzer 
tests twice a day or to wear an alcohol monitoring bracelet. 
Offenders who test positive for alcohol amounts above a cer-
tain threshold are not dragged through the court process a 
second time; they are given swift and certain sanctions, such 
as one or two days in jail. In South Dakota, the 24/7 program 
has reduced DUI arrests at the county level by 12 percent, but 
equally significant, it has reduced domestic violence arrests 
by 9 percent.17

A push towards using more of these machines and programs 
would demonstrate an understanding that the fundamental 
problem is not drunk driving—it is alcoholism.

These devices and programs (along with continued use of ig-
nition interlock devices, if necessary) would allow probation 
departments to prioritize their officers better. They could di-
rect the officers to those offenders who are most in need of 
personal, one-on-one supervision. For many DWI offenders, 

Drunk driving is just one of the 
public safety problems that 
stem from alcoholism. Domestic 
violence, property crime, and a 
whole host of other problems 
are related to alcohol abuse, and 
society has an interest in reducing 
all of these collateral problems.
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such intense supervision is unnecessary. Research suggests 
that most DWI offenders are “scared straight” (and rightly 
so) after being stopped for drunk driving.18 They are terrified 
that they are on the brink of ruining their life. These offend-
ers do not need to report to parole officers every week. Voice 
and alcohol recognition technologies would save time and 
money.

Conclusion
For public choice reasons, government institutions are often 
the last to embrace technological innovations.19 Individuals 
and private sector entities tend to be earlier adopters. Private 
sector entities often recognize that while initial technologies 
often typically carry an initial cost to deploy, the savings from 
greater efficiency over time can ultimately increase profits, 
which are returned to the owners or shareholders. Yet in gov-
ernment budgets are often not reduced when such savings 
accrue, but rather the leftover funds are simply spent on an-
other program. This does not mean the public sector should 
not adopt new technologies, but rather fund such innova-
tions in a way that does not increase spending.

It generally requires visionary policymakers and practitio-
ners for governments to embrace new ways of doing things, 
balance any initial outlays for new technologies with cuts 
elsewhere in the budget, and ensure taxpayers ultimately 
benefit from greater efficiencies. In other words, it requires 
people who can think “outside the box,” or when it comes 
to improving community supervision, people who can think 
“outside the cell.” As Georgia’s success demonstrates, fears 
that technology will result in corrections professionals be-

coming superfluous are unfounded, as instead technological 
advances enable the limited human capacity to be more ef-
fectively deployed. 

Costs and manpower are obvious limitations on a total “Pan-
opticon” of the sort dreamed up by Jeremy Bentham,20 but 
technology truly is improving our ability to supervise crimi-
nal offenders in dramatic ways. This is a great boon for public 
safety in part because offenders who are at a substantial risk 
of re-offending are more closely supervised and less likely to 
offend—and they are more easily caught if they do offend. It 
is also a boon because when offenders are monitored outside 
of prison, they are better able to maintain jobs, pay restitution 
to their victims, and provide for their families. All of these 
things allow the offender to avoid the collateral consequenc-
es of conviction and the difficult process of reentry. This, in 
turn, can lead to lower recidivism and, ultimately, improved 
public safety.

It generally requires visionary 
policymakers and practitioners 
for governments to embrace new 
ways of doing things, balance any 
initial outlays for new technologies 
with cuts elsewhere in the budget, 
and ensure taxpayers ultimately 
benefit from greater efficiencies.
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